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Pickleball bouncing ahead; Cautero throws hat into the
ring; sprucing up the interchange; new grocery store in
the area; Sarasota Memorial starts planning process.

RIGHT IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD
ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS AT THE VENETIAN
Pickleball on the Move
It’s a good feeling when people invest their time in their community and as a result of their efforts something is accomplished.
Pickleball is an example of this. The result in this case is good news from the CDD indicating that a committee would be
formed to explore the possibility of establishing pickleball courts on property. The interest in pickleball has been quite high
and “PB” enthusiasts have been requesting on property courts for a number of years. In the meantime as reported in the last
edition of Parcels, pickleball courts at Laurel Nokomis School are now open to the public.
Another Pitch
Last month, Parcels had written about an idea that residents have suggested. This event would take place in the
season, although it is being planned now assuming there is enough interest. Frankly, the response was very
limited. Perhaps this second printing will help generate more interest and responses. Here’s the article:
Show-Off... Seminar Planning for 2018-19
Because of the very positive response, it appears that the Community Association will continue its learning seminars for next
year. One idea that has been tossed around is an event called “Show Off.” What we would envision is that we would have
tables at the River Club where residents could “show off” something they have or have done. For example, it might be a
book one authored, an invention, marble or stamp collection, picture albums, pez dispensers, artwork, jewelry, doll collection,
record collection, antique collection, etc. etc. The list is endless!! This would not be a sales event. Show Off would run
possibly 2-3 hours giving residents time to come when convenient. Not sure the date but most likely during the season. Right
now, we need to see how many people have interest and might participate in “Show Off.” If you are interested please click
“reply” and share with Parcels your name and a brief explanation as to what you would be showing off.
Hot spots
During the recent Community Hurricane meetings, it appeared that many residents were unaware of a feature on their phone
that allows for an Internet connection. It is referred to as a Personal Hot Spot. Let’s say the power goes down but you
want or need to use your computer to get on the Internet. You can switch to your phone’s personal hotspot (usually under
“Settings”) that will provide a network for your computer to link to the Internet. A personal hot spot set up was used to write
and send out various emails to residents during Hurricane Irma when the electricity went down.
Thank you for reading Parcels. If you have a story idea click on “reply” and let us know.
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Another Source for Generators
Also at the June hurricane community meeting, Rae Dowling, the FPL representative mentioned after the meeting that FPL
was in the backup generator business. We know some residents are contemplating the purchase of a back up generator. For
more information please call 1-844-693-7537
November Election
Florida residents will see an important election on Tuesday, November 6th. Key local races include our own CDD seats,
two seats on Venice Council, state representative, state senator and the governor to name just a few. Expect to see a busy
ballot. In the past, the precinct where Venetians vote has seen a high voter turnout. The CDD race at the Venetian will see
Rick McCafferty and Steve Kleinglass on the ballot, unopposed. The filing deadline for this office has passed. The City
Council race will see Seats 3 and 4 open, now held by Fred Fraize and Rich Cautero, respectively. Current Councilperson
and Venetian resident, Rich Cautero, recently announced his candidacy for another term. There is still time to file in order
to be placed on the November ballot. Any resident of the city who has been a registered voter in the city for 12 consecutive
months prior to the first day of qualifying (August 20) shall be eligible to hold the office of mayor or city councilmember. A
resident, for the purpose of qualifying for office, shall be a person whose principle place of physical residence is in the city
on a continuing basis. Qualifying begins at noon on August 20 and ends at noon on August 24. If you are interested, contact
City Clerk Lori Stelzer at 882-7390 to schedule an appointment to review the election materials. The appointment typically
lasts an hour. Please do not wait until the last day (August 24, noon) since the process can be somewhat lengthy. For more
information on the various November races in this area, go to http://www.sarasotavotes.com/.
Golf Club Restaurant Open to All Venetians
July 16th is the scheduled date for the closing of our River Club for renovations. As mentioned in last month’s Parcels, the
Golf Club will accept reservations from non-members during the shut down. Residents can enjoy lunch Tuesday – Sunday
from 11 am – 3 pm, and dinner Thursday and Friday evenings from 5 pm – 8 pm. To make reservations for lunch, dinner
or themed events we ask that residents call the Food & Beverage Manager, Luke Yost. The telephone number to reach Mr.
Yost’s office is 941-441-2290. If Mr. Yost is unable to answer your call, please leave a message and he will return your call.
Include your name, date requested and number of people in your party. Reservations will be accepted up to seven (7) days
in advance. Reservations are recommended as there is limited seating available for walk-ins. The Golf Club will work with
the River Club Management to insure that you are kept apprised of the lunch and dinner menus and featured specials that
will be scheduled.
Speaking of the golf course, thanks to the new Grounds Superintendent, the course has been spruced up and as they say, “
has come alive.” One noticeable item is how lush the fairways appear. The plushness adds to the ambience of this wonderful
community and is surely noticed by prospective homebuyers as they tour the VGRC.
Zippers
What’s a zipper? Most people think of a zipper as being found on a piece of clothing or the Item on clothing that the Mrs.
always has to remind the Mr. that the window is open. However there’s another definition. We have tagged those who have
previously sped through the front gate as “Zippers”…..they just zipped through by pushing their clickers almost immediately
as they turned into the Venetian driveway. We think the era of the Zippers has been partially closed with the implementation
of the new RFID sticker that requires one to slow down in order for the reader to read the RFID. But there’s more coming for
Zippers. Venetians should be seeing soon a new camera/radar system that records the license plate of those zipping through
the community. Details will be provided as they develop.
Flake News - A New Section of Parcels
In order to keep our SNOWBIRDS connected to their southern home, this special section called “Flake News” will give
short news snippets such as ….. it’s hot down here…… the school security issue between the Board of Education and
Sheriff has been resolved….. Venice Football Coach Peacock has been reinstated after being canned, but must serve a 3
game suspension…..the area on Jacaranda across the street from Milano has been cleared of trees and vegetation ready
for new homes….still no new stores at the empty looking Westfield Sarasota Square (Costco’s)…… numerous red tide
advisories have been issued this summer.
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OUTSIDE THE GATES
Interchange Beautification…Another Attempt
You might not have noticed but the landscaping on Exit 195, Laurel Rd., has deteriorated. Dead trees, tall weeds, irrigation
not working, landscape beds with weeds, tall grass next to the railing, and lack of mulch are some of the primary issues.
The original contractor has abandoned the job and the state is well aware of the problem thanks to the persistent effort of
Willow Chase resident and Venice’s Vice Mayor Bob Daniels, Thanks Bob for your attention to this issue. We should see some
noticeable changes very soon for the gateway to North Venice.
Bridge over Laurel
It has started to take formation but still not complete. The Legacy Bike Trail Bridge over Laurel Rd. is progressing as you see
in the picture below. This will allow bike riders to continue pedaling without having to stop on Laurel Rd at the light. Don’t
ask the cost.

Lucky Strikes
Yes, Lucky Super Market has struck a location in Venice. It was recently reported that the Lucky Super Markets would be
renovating the old K mart store on Tamiami Trail (behind Bonefish Grill) to house its grocery store. There is already a Lucky’s
in Sarasota that you might want to visit to see how the store operates. Some describe it as a combination of Publix’s and
Trader Joe’s. A salad bar and prepared foods including pizza seem to be customers’ favorite. It was also reported that
Marshall’s Department Store would be located in the same plaza. No details as to when these two stores will open.

SUMMER!
Click on http://www.vgrcca.us/wall-of-something/
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Sarasota Memorial Reaches Out
SMH is moving ahead with its plan to build its approved facility on 65 acres at the corner of Laurel and Pinebrook. Recently,
they held a community meeting at the nearby Elks Club to update the community on its progress. North Venice residents
will see a five-story building, a four-story medical office building and a parking garage. The hospital is slated to have about
250 beds. Patient rooms will be private. The new hospital is expected to create 600-700 jobs initially. Also on the drawing
board but not yet approved is a separate hurricane shelter on the premise. The hospital plans to have a community specialty
clinic that uninsured people earning less than a specific income will be able to be treated from specialists who volunteer their
time. Possibly we will see groundbreaking sometime in the spring, 2019. Community updates will periodically take place and
Parcels will keep close tabs on the progress of the hospital.
Two Added Services Just Down the Road
Qwik Pack and Ship at Plaza Vicenza, next to Asaro’s, is offering iPhone repair for all iPhone 5’s thru 10’s along with
iPad repairs as well. Services include fixing damaged screens, charging ports, batteries and more. Qwik Pack can get your
phone back in shape within two hours. They also now offer passport photos at $11.99. They are set to produce biometrically
approved photos, which are fully acceptable, by the US Passport Agency. Call the store at (941) 412-4862 if you have any
questions.
Making Pretty
Expect a new look to downtown Venice. The city has undertaken a major beautification project including landscaping, lighting
and street signs. Most of the work will take place from July to November and during this period, some streets may be closed.
With Venice becoming a town of high interest for tourists, the makeover appears to be needed.

EXTRA HELPINGS
Is there hope for the Subway Plaza?
We have called it the Subway Plaza for years even though the shopping strip on Laurel has another name…..which Parcels
frankly doesn’t know. For those living here for many years, you have seen stores (gun shop, bank) come and go but today
the subway shop appears to be the lone wolf. But there is hope.
Once Sarasota Memorial Hospital starts building, we expect to see a boom in commercial and retail interest. Most hospitals
have surrounding them, every type of store that compliments the hospital. The 600 plus projected employees need a place
to eat and so do the many construction workers building the facility. Those from out of town who are visiting SMH hospital
bound patients will be looking for close by hotels. Then there are the various medical related businesses such as uniform
companies, physician offices, prosthetics providers and of course pharmacies (Note: Parcels wonders if there is a vacant
former pharmacy nearby?). You might have noticed that there are no funeral parlors in this area so possibly morticians will
be looking for a site in North Venice. The list goes on and on, which increases the odds that some business will end up at
the “Subway Plaza.”
Parcels expects with the recent hospital announcement, retailers will scout out the area and realize that the “Subway Plaza”
might now be a prime location. Parcels is so sure that by 2019, the Subway Plaza will have an additional tenant, that the
(award winning) monthly newsletter will bet any worthy comer a delicious 6” Italian Sub. Any takers????
Keep your eyes open for possible activity down the street.
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